Live together

according to the Arian Style

In the name of the God of affection, friendship, kindness, purity, correlation and unity
Today is a magnificent and passionate day because the righteous God of affection, correlation and unity
of hearts is bringing near two pure and free soul together and unites them.
On this day two looks associate each other and a heart full of the passion of love beats for the other, an
affectionate hand is ready to touch another kind hand. The pleasant odour of friendship, unity and sympathy
scatters about and the songs of rejoicing and cheerfulness tingles and some of the guests dance to honour
the Arian nature and to transfer the philanthropy and affection to their descendants just as Cyrus did.
In this way, the first firm stone of sympathy, unity and affection is being founded and the foundation of a
sensational hearth establishes.
So, praise to love, the luminous and bright love which under its glowing light the souls repose and the
spirits rejoice. Praise to loving which is the source of all beauties in the world. Praise to marriage which is
the hearth of affection and unity and praise to the warm bosom of family from which the wife and the
husband find their peace, tranquillity and eminence and under its protection the fruitful children are being
borne and trained who link the past to the future and give life to existence.
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Accept each others love and by a pure and clear heart and by knowing and understanding each
other and knowing that the life is a battlefield that is full of acclivities and declivities, ups and downs,
joy and sorrow, richness and indigence and anger and laughter, these two full of love as the first days
of their life will have a firm and correlated life, conclude a beautiful and magnificent marriage contract
in front of the witnesses:
1)
2)
3)
and accept to be a kind, sympathetic, helper and correlated spouse for each other and to be
sweetheart, supporter, companion, unanimous, and of the same opinion for each other.
It is hoped that the great, wise, powerful, affectionate Ormuzd who always watches the contracts, will
watches this glorious sensational contract.
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